NORWEGIAN PEOPLE’S AID

CONFLICT PREPAREDNESS & PROTECTION (CPP)
WHAT IS CPP?

**CONFLICT PREPAREDNESS & PROTECTION**

**OBJECTIVE:**
Mitigate the effects of armed conflict by empowering civilians to better protect themselves.

**MOTO:**
Building resilient communities
During Conflict Responses

- Communal and individual responses based on previous CPP trainings
- In first-aid preparations of areas of cover, fire safety, evacuation
- Advocacy

Building Resilient Communities

Pre-Conflict Risk Reduction: Preparedness and Mitigation

- Advocacy
- Establishment of early warning systems
- CPP safety trainings
- Awareness raising
- Conflict risk assessment
- CPP assessment

Post Conflict Recovery

- Clearance of unexploded ordnance
- Rubble removal and reconstruction
- Advocacy
SYRIA CPP PROGRAMME
CPP ACTIVITIES 2016-18

Al Dana
Urum al-Kubra
Armanaz
Idlib
Ariha
Jarjanez
Khan Shaykhun
Aleppo
Atareb
Maarrat Misrin
Saraqeb
Al Mara
Urum al-Kubra
Khan Shaykhun

x 16,684
x 1,501
x 12901
31,086
Adult CPP Materials:

- NPA CPPE PPT Presentation
- NPA CPP Booklet
- NPA CPPE Posters
PALESTINE CPP PROGRAMME
PALESTINE CPP PROGRAMME – achievements 2016

146
Government teachers have been trained as CPP trainers

11,581
Adult heads-of-household have received community based CPP and MRE training

14,831
Children have received CPP and MRE training in schools

27,707
Children have attended educational theatre shows about emergency preparedness

1,700
Households in vulnerable areas have received emergency equipment and supplies
NPA’s “Stay Safe” Children’s CPP Initiative

What is “Stay Safe”? NPA’s “Stay Safe” initiative teaches children conflict preparedness and protection principles and safety measures in child-friendly and entertaining formats.

Methods:
- Use of cartoon character role models, each representing a different aspect of CPP
- Entertaining child-friendly theatre productions
- Interactive and fun in-class school CPP sessions
- High-quality risk education materials (kids’ magazine, posters, banners, stickers, badges, videos, etc.)